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In 1989 the rush of historical anniversaries in the West and

the tumultuous events in the East have converged to elicit

overblown pronouncements on the record of liberal democracy in

the United States, and elsewhere. Tonight, at the risk of adding

to the rhetorical excesses, I would like to take advantage of the

bicentennial anniversary of the Treasury to comment on a central

aspect of that record—the history of the way in which we

Americans, through the federal government, have taxed ourselves.

Some scholar-critics present a very gloomy vi.ew of our

present fiscal condition. They tell us that our tax system is in

a condition of pluralist "grid-lock." It is, they say, paralyzed

by grinding, selfish competition among interest groups—a

competition that has resulted in a crippling combination of

unfairness, economic inefficiency, and revenue deficiency.^ Such

criticism has been grist for the mill of critics who bemoan

America's national weakness. The criticism has enabled them to

explain that putative weakness partly in terms of the pluralism

of tax politics and American resistance to tax paying. To such

critics, the words "Read My Lips! No New Taxes!" demonstrate the

depth and effectiveness of that resistance.^

The gloomy critics, however, may underestimate the long-term

significance of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Even if the reform

package is modified to include preferential taxation of capital

gains, the 1986 act will have thrust us toward the goals of a
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broader-based, more equitable, and economically more efficient

income tax.^ As the late Joseph Pechman suggested last summer,

the 1986 reform act may have so strengthened the base for income

taxation that, a very modest increase in rates, perhaps as little

as three percentage points across the board, could raise as much

as $100 billion by the early 1990s.^ Pechman's forecast, however,

assumed that the reform act would have long-term political

viability—an assumption cast in some doubt by the current debate

over capital gains taxation. Let me pose the question: Does the

history of taxation raise the same doubt about the viability of

the 1986 reforms? More generally, does our tax history contain

more seeds of optimism than the prophets of stagnation and grid

lock have discovered? In any event, perhaps by examining that

history we can define more realistically the alternatives

actually available for securing the fiscal underpinnings of our

republic.

The nation's past contains much evidence to support the view

that we are a society of tax resisters, immersed in the narrow

search for private gain. It is quite true that in large numbers,

we have evaded taxes, exploited the tax codes for loop-holes,

migrated to low-tax havens, and sought political parties and

candidates committed to reducing taxes. At times we have favored

direct taxation—taxation of property and income to make

certain that taxation hurts and retards the growth of government.

Some of this resistance to taxation has its basis in the ideas of
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"modern liberal" thought—ideas that as early as the American

Revolution emphasized individualism, celebrated the pursuit of

private self-interest and financial gain, and regarded with

suspicion governmental initiatives that might impede profit-

maximizing.

But we have another side to our history—one that has its

intellectual roots in the same era of the Revolution and

formation of the Constitution. Even then, "modern liberalism" did

not hold sway, unopposed or unqualified. Historians now agree

that the central language of the Revolution contained not only

Lockean liberalism, with its emphasis on private rights, but also

a "classical republicanism," or a "civic humanism," that stressed

communal responsibilities. These ideas focused on the need to

foster public virtue, the threat of corruption to public order,

and the dangers of commercialism. The Founding Fathers (and even

Adam Smith) held these ideas of classical republicanism in

tension with those of modern liberalism.^

Commitments to civic humanism has led to pressure for higher

taxes. For example, the ideal of a harmonious republic of

citizens equal before the law has created demands for taxes to

destroy islands of special privilege, and taxes to insure that

all Americans were able to assume the privileges and respon

sibilities of citizenship. Also, civic humanism embraced the

notion that taxpaying was one of the normal obligations of a
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citizenry bound together by ties of affection and respect. At the

local level, and later at the federal level, civic humanism

reinforced the use of direct taxation—property and income taxes-

-by asserting the equity of those taxes as well as hostility to

big government. Civic humanism, in fact, emphasized the respon

sibilities of wealth to support government and public order.

Civic humanism, embracing enlightened self-interest, included the

criterion of "ability to pay" in evaluating taxation. Adam Smith,

for example, in his first canon of taxation declared that "the

subjects of every state ought to contribute toward the support of

the government, as nearly as possible in proportion to their

respective abilities; that is, in proportion to the revenue which

they respectively enjoy under the protection of the state." For

that matter, even Alexander Hamilton, in Federalist No. 36,

advocated heavy taxation of the luxury of the rich, declaring

that, "Happy it is when the interest which the government has in

the preservation of its own power, coincides with a proper

distribution of the public burdens, and tends to guard the least

wealthy part of the community from oppression."

The ethics of citizenship also had another implication: that

Americans would display a capacity for political and social

learning. I would argue that American tax policy, even during

episodes of great contention, has been influenced by pragmatic

people who demonstrated that they could learn from experience,

rise above narrow self-interest, and change their minds. The
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recent, dismal criticism of the American process of taxation has

failed to recognize important occasions when American legislators

and bureaucrats have separated taxation from short-run, short

sighted economic interests and applied social learning—learning

about the interests of others and the community at large—and

consequently modulated their own demands.

The nation's first tax system was shaped heavily, of course,

by the Constitution. An element restricting federal taxation was

Article I, Section 9, which specified that "No capitation or

other direct tax shall be laid, unless in proportion to the

census...." With this provision, the founders of the repiablic

limited the power of the national government to impose property

taxes.® This limitation was not a victory for modern liberalism

so much as for civic humanism. The limitation reflected the fact

that the framers of the Constitution thought about taxation in

the context of the corruption of Parliament and the monarchy, and

worried about the potential for similar abuse by the new federal

government. The limitation also reflected the fear of fac

tionalism that James Madison expressed in Federalist No. 10. He

saw "the most common and durable source of factions" as "the

various and unequal distribution of property," and he worried

that the issue of taxation, more than any other, created an

opportunity and temptation for "a predominant party to trample on

the rules of justice."
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Moreover, the intent of the Constitutional limitation was

not to deny the new republic the resources it needed. Indeed, a

central hope of the supporters of the Constitution was that the

new central government, in contrast with the government of the

Articles of Confederation, would have the taxing power that was

required for a strong and meaningful nation. Indeed, the

Constitution left the way open for the new federal government to

impose "indirect" taxes such as tariffs.^ Tariffs could work.

When they were kept low, they won popularity. Such tariffs were

highly productive of revenue, were inexpensive to collect, were

widely diffused yet thought possible to avoid through prudent

living, and were useful in economic diplomacy.

Moderate tariffs, in fact, provided the new republic with

the revenues to build a vigorous nation—to assume the States'

debts, to wage war against Native American societies and against

France, Great Britain, and Mexico, to fund the Louisiana Purchase

and programs of public works, and to support the routine but

important economic business of distributing the public lands and

of managing the national customs union. The new fiscal system

worked until the Civil War, even during the 1840s and 1850s, when

the Democratic party dominated the federal government and

consistently reduced tariffs. In addition, moderate tariffs

allowed the leaders of the early republic to limit the political

diviseness of taxation, just as the Founding Fathers had hoped.

Aspiring to create a unified and just republic, they prevented
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tax issues from themselves arousing the disruptive forces of

factionalism.

The leaders of the early republic also succeeded in

establishing a tax system that was fair in the sense of not

creating or reinforcing major islands of special privilege. But,

as the industrial revolution gathered momentum and increased both

the social and the private rates of return on accumulations of

capital, even republican idealists often called for a program of

encouraging capitalism by expanding privileges, particularly in

the corporate sphere. Some joined in the formation of what might

be called a business class. Loosening their ties to civic

humanism, they supported Alexander Hamilton's proposition that

the state should give active and positive reinforcement to

private investors. They coalesced in the leadership of the Whig

party, and embraced the program known as Henry Clay's American

System. This program which included a call for high protective

tariffs. Consequently, the Whigs threatened to disrupt the tax

system of the early republic.

The Whig proposals would have had little long-term effect on

American tax policy, however, had not slavery and the sectional

crisis created an opportunity for the new business class to

broaden its message and, through the agency of the Republican

party, to dominate the federal government. The Civil War itself

clinched the party's hold on the federal government for more than
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a generation. Consequently, and ironically, the Republicans were
able to turn taxation into the promoter of big government and of
party rule.

The search for a harmonious republic was difficult during

the era of industrialization. Citizens struggled to adapt

eighteenth-century institutions to industrial reality. But their
changes in tax policy would have been minimal in that period had
it not been for the Civil War, and the two other total wars that

followed in the twentieth century. The total wars that consumed

American lives, energies, and resources on a great scale from the

1860s through the 1940s exposed the tensions inherent in the
republic's ideals. The political system adapted to these tensions
while responding to the national emergencies. Consequently the

fundamental character of the federal tax system changed three

times, once during each major war. Each transformation condi
tioned Americans to accept higher taxes a kind of upward-

ratchet effect on government spending. But the wars often

intensified, rather than resolved, the ideological and distribu

tional issues at stake in tax politics. During the long era of

total war and national crisis, conflict over taxation became

severely turbulent. Its outcome became difficult for political
actors to predict. Taxation appeared to be up for grabs. For that
reason, it became even more hotly contested.

The Civil War, the nation's first modern war in the sense of
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a war with enormous, capital-intensive requirements, demanded an

ambitious and unprecedented program of emergency taxation. In the

chaos of that first total war. Republicans experimented with a

vast array of taxes, including an income tax and excises on

virtually all items of consumption.® The American public endured

the taxation as a necessary evil but, after the war, the

Republican governments kept the "sin" taxes on whiskey and

tobacco and, even more important, the wartime tariffs. These high

tariffs averaged well over 40 percent of the value of imports,

and formed the core of what was a new fiscal system.^

The postwar hiah-tariff system was the centerpiece, in turn,

of an ambitious new program of national economic policy and

economic nation-building. The great increase in tariffs was also

a stunning victory for economic nationalism and protectionism—

one forgotten a century later during heated tirades against

Japanese trade policy. The introduction of high tariffs initiated

a process of making tax protection, tax incentives, and tax

subsidies important elements in the nation's political economy.

Manufacturers welcomed the high-tariff system because it allowed

them to build national marketing organizations free of worries

about disruptions caused by European competitors. The high

tariffs provided benefits not so much to the "infant industries"

favored by Adam Smith as to giant American corporations that were

integrating vertically and gaining a long-term advantage over

European competitors who were restricted to smaller markets.
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Tariffs also seemed to benefit workers who feared competition

from lower-wage labor in Europe, Latin America, and Asia.

Finally, the tariff funded new transfer-payment programs and

public works. Republican governments used tariffs to fund the

nation's first major system of social insurance—an ambitious

program of pensions and disability benefits for Union veterans.

As the pensions grew increasingly generous during the 1870s and

1880s, they became a central element in the strength of the

Republican party. In addition, community leaders throughout the

North liked feeding from what became known as the "pork barrel"—

the annual Rivers and Harbors bill that the tariff revenues

funded. Even with all the new spending, by the 1880s, the federal

government had retired its Civil War debts and had begun to

accumulate an embarrassing surplus.^®

The Democratic party challenged Republican power with a

biting critique of the tariff—a critique based not so much on

modern doctrines, including nineteenth-century liberalism, as on

the civic humanism of the American Revolution and the early

republic. Democrats harnessed their assaults on the tariff to a

more general attack on special privilege, on monopoly power, and

on public corruption. President Grover Cleveland, focusing on the

modern corporations that were emerging during the 1880s, indicted

the system of high tariffs for spawning the "trusts, combina

tions, and monopolies"—organized expressions of public corrup

tion and special privilege that were built, he charged, "upon
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undue exactions from the masses of our people." Tariff reformers

like Cleveland barkened back to the values of the Revolutionary

era and charged that companies like Standard Oil, working with

its Republican retainers, threatened the repviblic just as had

King George and his colonial agents.

The Republicans had, in fact, invited such attacks. In

retrospect, it is fair to say that the Republican economic

program had destroyed the plans of the Founding Fathers for

fostering social harmony, and finessing the raw class conflict

that debates over tax policy could arouse. The Republicans had

not only opened up such issues but also moved taxation onto the

political center stage, where it remained for nearly a century.

Institutional development is often irreversible and "path-

dependent." This turned out to be the case for national taxation.

When federal coffers were full, tariff reformers were

reluctant to propose any new taxes but, during the depressed

1890s, enthusiasm grew for a new tax, one that would replace

tariffs—the progressive income tax. Central to its appeal was

the argument of its promoters, based on principles of civic

humanism, that the tax would reallocate fiscal burdens according

to "ability to pay." What was truly radical about the progressive

income tax, and new in the industrial era, was the goal of basing

the entire tax system on expropriation of the largest incomes and

corporate profits. Income tax champions, like the supporters of
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Henry George's "single tax, y ^
anri .^alarles of ordinary people but would,touch the wages and salarie

,„3teaa. a«acK tne unaarnaa pro.Us ana nanPs o. „onopc...s.
tnay .i»ly .aUavaa «.at Pha incoaa tax couia atsaXt

contributa to an assault on monopoly powar.

During tha 1890s, aaprassion conaitions ana rising farm
protast incraasaa tba popularity of tba incoma tax. In 1899, tba
populist party endorsed it. In 1894, the Democratic Se
Habrasxa, William Mannings Bryan, worXing with tha
.orcaa tha inclusion of amoaast incoma tax in tha wrlson-go^an
Tariff. Tha naw tax might hava calmaa protast but
tion cams into play in 1895, whan tha Suprama Court, in

T nnn

I Section 9. Justice Stephen J. Field warneviolated Article I, secrion

that "the present assault on capital" would be "the stepping
stone to others, larger and more sweeping, till our politi

_ of the poor against the richf war
contasts will bacome a war of the poor
constantly growing in intensity and bittarnass."

The suprama Court's decision failed to halt tha incoma tax
sovamant. Democratic party leaders such as Bryan intensified
their fight. They added incoma taxation to tariff reform as a
central party causa. Their efforts Xapt tax reform before t a
,u.arican public, and achieved abraaXthrough finally m1808,
„han congress approved and sent to tha states tha Sixteenth
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j Ton carried forward by tne

Amendment. Ratification prevailed in 1913,
presidential election of 1913, in wnicn popular enthusiasm for
federal policies designed to attach monopoly power reached an
all-time high. Following Woodrow Wilson-s election to the

waiofi tariff reform with the adoption ofpresidency, Congress coupled tan
another modestly progressive income tax.

If world war I had not intervened, it is possible that even
Wilson-s progressive administration would have been slow to
erpand the income taw system. Ko overwhelming force of economic
Io,ic or structure lay behind the taw. The tariff, especially
„nen lowered, would have been productive. Even the supporters of
l_e tawation were uncertain how the income taw would worh o.^
for that matter, how income should be measured. But, ^
out, the financial demands of total war, set in the contew
redistributional politics, produced yet another taw system,
nation's third.

By 1916, president Wilson and Secretary of the Treasury
William G. McAdoo concluded that the nation faced resource
reguirements of unprecedented magnitude. Their problem was tha
the disruption of international trade had ruined the tarif as a
source of new taw revenues. Their alternatives were nations
sales tawes and/or income tawes. Wilson and McAdoo, in the sing
most important decision in the financial history of th
perhaps the century, chose to cooperate with apowerful group o
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insurgent Democrats. These Democrats not only opposed prepared

ness but also had ideals of social justice that led them to

champion highly progressive taxation. Led by Congressman Claude

Kitchin of North Carolina, who chaired the House Ways and Means

Committee and served as majority leader of the House, they

carried forward nineteenth-century antimonopoly, redistri-

butionist traditions. In the group were a significant number of

single-taxers. Through taxation, they all hoped to attack

concentrations of wealth, special privilege, and public corrup

tion. The group held enough power to insist that if preparedness,

and later the war effort, were to move forward, it would do so on

their financial terms. "If the forces of big business are to

plunge this country into a saturnalia of extravagance for war

purposes. . . ," declared one Democratic Congressman, then "the

forces of business should put up the money.

Wilson's decision as to how to finance the war was partisan.

Wilson regarded the tax program as essential for his party to

maintain control of the federal government. Wilson feared that,

without an aggressive anti-business posture, he would bitterly

divide the Democratic party, spoil opportunities for attracting

Republican progressives to his party, and destroy his strong

partnership with congressional Democrats. But the decision

involved more than partisanship. The leaders of the Wilson

administration themselves embraced taxation as an important means

to achieve social justice through a restructuring of the economy
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and McAdoo. alon, with louis Bxandeia and Colonel Edvavd M.
House, Believed tBat taxation should discipline conpoPatlons--
:rsciaUV a"uonev tPust"-in oxdex to ptonote anoxe competi
tive economic order and a mote humane social order.

The Democratic progressives forced the wartime debate over
taxation to focus on the most fundamental and sensitive o

io issues in modern America: what stake does society
-ficallv the question became onein corporate profits? More specifically, qu

was the central engine of
of whether the modern corpora economic

1-ax Dolicy should reinforce, or anproductivity, w . tame In this debate,
tax policy could and should tame,predator, which tax policy

the proponents of high its third major
victors. The outcome was that t

a. "cr>aic-the-rich" income taxation,tax system; "soak-tne ricn

• a nf r-T-isis. one in which the
Thus during the second perio

mcdern war coincided with powerful demandsnressure of fighting a modem war c

L hreak the hold of corporate privilege. Woodrow Wilsm md
Democratic party turned Republican fiscal — ^ ^ as the
Democrats embraced a tax policy that they

a Afor their tariff eystem, would sustain a powertRepublicans had for rnei
-.HTf But the new tax policy would

state and economic prosperi y-
the privileges associated withassault, rather than protect, the pri

corporate wealth. The Democrats, when they had their chance o
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rule, did not roll back taxes. Instead, they advanced their own

statist program for accelerating industrialization, one based on

strikingly different assumptions about the sources of prosperity.

The Democratic program, implemented in the Revenue Acts of

1916 and 1917, transformed the experimental income tax into the

foremost instrument of federal taxation; it introduced federal

estate taxation; it imposed the first significant taxation of

corporate profits and personal incomes, but rejected a mass-based

income tax—one falling most heavily on wages and salaries; last

but not least, it adopted the concept of taxing corporate

"excess-profits."

In contrast with Britain, which taxed "war-profits" of

corporations with a tax on the excess of wartime over peacetime

profits, the United States imposed a graduated tax on all

business profits above a "normal" rate of return. Only Canada,

among the other belligerents, employed the excess-profits base.

By 1918, U.S. corporations were paying over $2.5 billion in

excess-profits taxes per year—more than half of all federal

taxes, which in turn amounted to more than one-third of all

federal wartime revenues, a share that was the highest among all

the belligerent nations.

The decision to place excess-profits taxation at the center

of wartime finance, and to make excess-profits taxation a
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permanent part of the revenue system, outraged business leaders.

The nation's foremost investment bankers and corporations became

the most vigorous tax resistors. The resulting conflict between

advocates of "soak-the-rich" taxation and business leaders would

flare for more than twenty years.

Business leaders preferred financing the war through

borrowing and a mix of "war-profits" taxation, a mass-based

relatively flat personal income tax, and a variety of consumption

taxes.In response to corporate criticism, the Wilson ad

ministration relied on its professional economists, led by

Thomas S. Adams of Yale University, to develop the "administra

tive discretion" that they believed could "recognize normal rates

of profit for different classes of business" and thus protect the

economic engine of warfare. Cooperating with this technocratic

initiative. Congress created an Excess Profits Advisoiry Board.

This meant that, for the first time. Congress extended a high

degree of discretion to the Treasury in interpreting tax law. The

Board institutionalized a process of learning in which experts

within the Treasury interacted continuously with corporate

taxpayers.

The Excess Profits Board was just one element in Wilson's

effort to use "statist" or administrative means, rather than

"market" mechanisms, for converting capital to the conduct of the

war.^^ The implications of the new democratic statism for the
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Treasury were profound. The complex and ambitious program of

wartime finance required a vast expansion of its administrative

capacity. For example, the Bureau of Internal Revenue increased

in size from 4,000 to almost 16,000 employees during the war, and

underwent reorganization along multifunctional lines. Supervising

the Treasury was an exceptionally capable team assembled by

Secretary McAdoo. Lacking an adequate civil service presence,

McAdoo fashioned within the Treasury what political scientist

Hugh Heclo has called an "informal political technocracy," or a

"loose grouping of people where the lines of policy, politics,

and administration merge in a complex jumble of bodies." This was

an early example—certainly the first in the Treasury—of what

would become a typical expression of America's unique form of a

"higher civil service.A Treasury team—led by Assistant

Secretary Russell C. Leffingwell, Commissioner of Internal

Revenue Daniel C. Roper, and principal tax adviser Thomas C.

Adams—forged an organization that was not only vigorously

independent but also powerful because of its linkages with

Congress, elements of the business community, other federal

agencies, the Democratic party, and public finance professionals.

Under McAdoo's leadership, this team kept the Treasury remarkably

independent, free of domination by competing centers of power

within the federal government, or by groups outside the govern

ment. By 1918 the initiative for analyzing and drafting tax

legislation had shifted from Congress to the Treasury.
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The unique combination of redistributional and significant

"state-building" components in the Treasury's financial program

constituted, however, a strategic, long-term threat to the

nation's corporations. Most severely threatened were the largest

corporate hierarchies who believed their financial autonomy to be

in jeopardy. Indeed, no other single issue aroused corporate

hostility to the Wilson administration as much as the financing

of the war.

Corporate leaders found their opening in 1918, after Wilson

and McAdoo had decided that the war effort, if it extended into

the next year, 1919, would require greatly increased revenues.

Wilson and McAdoo proposed doubling federal taxes in fiscal 1919

by, among other means, requiring corporations to pay 80% of the

higher of their "excess-profits" or "war-profits." Wilson,

however, had to make his case for dramatic tax increases during

the election year of 1918. Republicans blamed the wartime

financial program for inflation and economic distress, delayed

consideration of the new tax bill until after the November

elections, gained control of Congress in those elections, and set

the stage for the 1920 presidential elections and the "return to

normalcy." In 1920, an economic depression—the nation's sharpest

ever—guaranteed a decisive Republican victory. The Democratic

party of Woodrow Wilson had failed to do what the Republican

party of Abraham Lincoln had done—establish long-term control of

the federal government and create a new party system.
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After recovery from the wrenching inflation and depression

of the immediate post-war period, the Repiiblican Secretary of the

Treasury, Andrew Mellon, adopted a new strategy for his party:

seeking financial policies that would protect the investment

system yet still mediate class conflict. On the one hand, he

expanded the attack on the most redistributional parts of the

wartime tax system. The Revenue Act of 1921 abolished the excess-

profits tax, made the individual income tax much less progres

sive, and installed many devices favoring capital, such as the

preferential taxation of capital gains. On the other hand, in

one of those moments shaped by enlightened self-interest, Mellon

took the advice of economists serving as Treasury tax advisors

and protected income taxation against the threat of a national

sales tax. Mellon persuaded corporations and the wealthiest

individuals to accept, instead, some progressive income taxation.

This approach would, Mellon told them, demonstrate their civic

responsibility and defuse radical attacks on capital. "Soak-the-

rich" remained but only at reduced rates, with major loopholes,

and without its sharp anti-corporate edge. Mellon's strategy was

what might be described as a "corporate liberalism," in contrast

to McAdoo's "democratic statism."

Mellon had kept enough of the Wilsonian program to demon

strate his commitment to the principle of "ability to pay." At

the same time, however, Mellon had created privileged enclaves
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within the tax code. Thus, the cumulative effect of the swift

creation of a massive income tax and the equally swift Mellon

modifications was the establishment of an income tax that failed

tests of economic efficiency. It displayed the inconsistences in

concept and definition that have ever since plagued economists

and reformers seeking economic neutrality in taxation.

Mellon's sophisticated strategy faced a challenge when the

Great Depression and Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal finally

enabled the Democratic party to establish a long-term period of

control over the federal government. Roosevelt believed deeply in

"soak-the-rich" taxation. If it had been possible, he would have

immediately resumed Wilson's effort to shift the tax burden to

the wealthiest individuals and corporations. But Roosevelt was

worried by depression conditions, and he was wary of business

power and the continuing appeal of Mellon's liberalism. Roosevelt

moved slowly. For example, he supported regressive Social

Security payroll taxes as a way of encouraging people to think of

Social Security as an insurance system in which their "premiums"

established investments which had to be protected. His goal was

to protect New Deal reforms like Social Security from a conserva

tive, tax-cutting counter-revolution.

As the Great Depression wore on, popular pressure for more

radical measures grew. In June of 1935, Roosevelt responded to

the "Thunder on the Left," particularly Huey Long's "Share the
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Wealth" movement, by finally launching a tax reform program—one

designed to restore the Wilsonian system. He intended to close

loopholes for the wealthy, increase progressivity, and reform

corporate behavior. Roosevelt declared that accumulations of

wealth meant "great and undesirable concentration of control in

relatively few individuals over the employment and welfare of

many, many others."

In 1936, Roosevelt announced the centerpiece of his tax

reform program—the replacement of the existing corporate income

tax with an undistributed profits tax. The new tax would apply

only to those profits which corporations did not distribute to

their stockholders, and it would be graduated according to the

proportion of profits that were undistributed. Roosevelt was

convinced that corporations deliberately retained profits to

avoid the taxation of dividends under the individual income tax.

Further, he believed that large corporations had the power to

retain greater shares of surpluses than did small companies, that

those surpluses gave large corporations an unfair competitive

advantage by reducing their need to borrow new capital, and that

large corporations often re-invested their surpluses unwisely.

Congress passed the tax, although in modest form, and in the 1936

campaign, Roosevelt advertised it as one that "made it harder for

big corporations to retain the huge undistributed profits with
/

which they gobble up small business."
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Roosevelt, now growing more enthusiastic about ambitious tax

reform, wished to increase the undistributed profits tax, to

establish a graduated tax on capital gains, and to tax the income

from federal, state, and local bonds. But these plans, more than

any dimension of the New Deal, aroused the hostility of large

corporations. They, quite correctly, viewed Roosevelt's tax

program as a threat to their control over capital resources and

their latitude for financial planning. There is no evidence of a

"strike of capital," but business did seize the political opening

created by Roosevelt's unsuccessful court fight in 1937 and the

recession of 1937-38. Conservative Democrats in Congress,

remembering well the defeats of 1918 and 1920, broke with the

president. They supported the argument that tax cuts were

necessary to restore business confidence. In 1938 New Deal tax

reform ended when a coalition of Republicans and conservative

Democrats pushed through Congress a measure that reduced to

insignificance the tax on undistributed profits and discarded the

graduated corporate income tax.^^

Roosevelt revived his tax reform ambitions during World War

II. Like Wilson and McAdoo, he and Secretary of the Treasury

Morgenthau preferred to finance the war with taxes that bore

heavily on business and upper-income groups. In 1941, Morgenthau

proposed taxing away 100% of all corporate profits above a 6

percent rate of return. Roosevelt went so far as to propose, in

April of 1942, that "in time of this grave national danger, when
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all excess income should go to win the war, no American citizen

ought to have a net income, after he has paid his taxes, of more

than $25,000."

Radical war-tax proposals such as these faced two major

political obstacles. One was the opposition from a diverse group

of military planners, foreign-policy strategists, financial

leaders, and economists. Throughout the turbulence of the 1920s

and 1930s, they had marshalled the economic lessons of World War

I, and its aftermath, for use in the event of another major war.

This group of experts, for the sake of mobilizing even greater

resources with less inflation, vigorously promoted mass-based

income taxation and heavy reliance on market mechanisms in

mobilizing capital.^®

The second obstacle was, in sharp contrast with Wilson's

war, powerful Congressional opposition. Without any real choice,

Roosevelt challenged Congress only once, in 1944. He vetoed a

revenue act which, because of the phasing-in of withholding,

forgave an entire year's tax liability. Noting that the lion's

share of the benefits of forgiveness went to the wealthy,

Roosevelt called the bill "not a tax bill but a tax relief bill,

providing relief not for the needy but for the greedy." For the

first time in history. Congress over-rode a presidential veto of

a revenue act, and dealt Roosevelt a humiliating defeat.
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In 1940, Congress instituted "mass-based" income taxation—

an income tax with low personal exemptions. Because of the low

exemptions, income tax revenues began to flow from the taxation

of wages and salaries, rather than of profits, dividends,

interest, and rental income. Consequently, the number of

income-tax paying individuals grew from 3.9 million in 1939 to

42.6 million in 1945, and federal income-tax collections leaped

from $2.2 billion to $35.1 billion. Membership in the community

of taxpayers, as two economists put it, had "spread from the

country club district down to the railroad tracks and then over

the other side of the tracks."

Congress supported the "mass-based" revenue system partly

because of the wide popularity of the war effort. Once the new

taxes were in place, the administration persuaded the millions of

new tax payers that paying their taxes was a fine way for them to

express their patriotism. Withholding and a variety of deductions

favoring the middle-classes eased acceptance of the tax.

Moreover, middle-class taxpayers preferred the mass-based income

tax to a national sales tax, which corporate leaders at times

promoted. Further, fear of a renewed depression led to public

tolerance of taxation that was favorable to the corporations and

corporate privilege. The American middle-class accepted the

verdict of Time magazine which denounced Morgenthau's excess

profits plan with the warning that it would put corporations in a

"weakened financial position to meet the slump and unemployment
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that will come with the peace." However naive this may have

seemed to radical New Dealers, it was an expression of a

commitment to the pursuit of enlightened self-interest. Finally,

and in the same spirit, many New Deal legislators accepted the

deepening of the income tax as the most effective means of

insuring a flow of resources to support programs of social

justice. Mass-based income taxation essentially ended the

conflict that had begun during World War I between business and

progressive advocates of "soak-the-rich" income taxation.

Mass-based income taxation, of course, turned out to be the

basis of our fourth, and Current tax regime. The World War II

system has survived because the nation entered an era of

unprecedented prosperity, national homogenization, and military

competition. As part of the process, the two major parties, for

the first time since the early nineteenth century, reached

agreement on the essential elements of a tax system. Important

differences have remained between the two parties, but both

promote taxpaying as a normal obligation of citizenship; both

support a federal tax system featuring a progressive income tax

and a regressive payroll tax; both favor protecting the indepen

dence of corporate financial structures; both support the use of

tax policy in the cause of economic stabilization; and both have

sought an elastic source of revenue for national defense.

Consequently, as Americans' identification with political parties

has declined, the role of tax issues in party competition has
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also declined. The war, the threat of renewed depression, and the

prosperity that followed created an opportunity for the Republi

can Party to finish the job it had begun during the 1920s of

taking both the partisan sting and the redistributional threat

out of taxation. At the same time, in the face of wartime and

post-war prosperity, the Democratic party largely abandoned

taxation as a instrument to mobilize class interests. While

presidents Kennedy and Johnson continued to support tax reforms

such as the taxation of capital gains at death, they also

advocated tax cuts and did so with language that was reminiscent

of Andrew Mellon's.

Tax reform gathered momentum again during the 1970s when the

ideals of the early republic won support in diverse quarters.

Conservatives focused on high, inflation-driven rates ("bracket-

creep") while liberal tax experts exposed the inequities

resulting from burying extraordinary special privileges—"tax

expenditures"—in the tax code. Both conservatives and liberals

criticized the tax system for producing economic inefficiencies

and distortions. Conservatives won the first victories with more

Mellon-style, "supply-side" cuts in the early 1980s. But,

meanwhile, supported by Treasury staff, both the Reagan ad

ministration and Congressional Democrats began scouting the

income tax system to find areas requiring structural reform. They

edged into a competitive scramble to occupy the high ground of

equity-driven tax reform.
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The result—the Tax Reform Act of 1986—was, like the tax

reforms of the 1920s, initiated by Republicans seeking to reduce

the taxes on wealth. But there were three major political

differences. First, the Republican administration in 1986 was

more interested in improving economic incentives for entrepre-

neurship than in protecting corporate bureaucracies.^^ Second,

the 1986 act was written with substantial Democratic participa

tion. Third, the Democratic leadership in Congress abandoned its

traditional reform posture of enhancing the progressive rate

structure of the income tax in favor of rectifying some of its

horizontal inequities. In effect. Democrats compromised their

traditional approach to "ability to pay" in order to create a

more uniform—a more "horizontally" equitable—income tax.

It can be argued that, as a result of the bipartisan effort,

the Tax Reform Act of 1986 advanced a process of restoring to

federal taxation the sense of balance sought by the founders of

the republic. The act represented a major step in the elimination

of tax-based privilege, while reaffirming the duties of citizen

ship. It preserved progressivity and "ability to pay" while

promoting uniformity and economic efficiency. It meant a

strengthening of the tax system in the face of a growing national

fiscal crisis.

In conclusion, let me submit that the apparent unwillingness
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of the American people to accept higher taxes does not point to

deficiencies in either the American character or the political

order. The history of taxation suggests, instead, that Americans

have been willing to tax heavily when they have a sense of

national emergency and when they believe their taxes to be fair.

This history indicates that if we wish to strengthen the republic

during the 1990s, we should build on the political and economic

strategies embraced by the Tax Reform Act of 1986, rather than

move away from them. If we build on the act, rather than

dismantle it, perhaps we can come full circle in our tax policy,

returning to a system that more closely corresponds to the ideals

of 1789—one that is widely accepted as fair, and that has

capacity for supporting a republic that is strong in both the

public and private realms. However, we should remember that

moments of equilibrium in tax policy have always proved elusive,

and that self-indulgent quests for private gain and narrow

partisanship have often provoked destabilizing counter-attacks.

And waiting in the wings today are value-added taxes, simplified

alternative taxes, expenditure taxes, and some bad old taxes. At

the most critical junctures in American history, taxation has

always seemed to be up for grabs. Why should it be any different

in the 1990s?
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